I undersigned Bruno Nicolaudie, president of the NICOLAUDIE GROUP of companies, certify that the following electronic interfaces:

- **NICOLAUDIE SIUDI range (Sunlite Intelligent Usb Dmx Interface)**
  - SIUDI10: SLESA-U10, LR512, SUNLITE-EC
  - SIUDI7: SUNLITE SUITE2-FC, SUITE2-FC+, SLESA-UE7, DASLIGHT DVC4 GZM, LUMIDESK LDULTI
  - SIUDI8: SUNLITE SUITE2-BC, SUITE2-EC, SLESA-U8, DASLIGHT DVC4 GOLD, LUMIDESK LIDLIVE
  - SIUDI9: SLESA-U9, DASLIGHT DVC FUN, LUMIDESK LDNANO, SUNLITE-BC
- **NICOLAUDIE STICK range (Sunlite Touch Sensitive Intelligent Control Keypad)**
  - STICK2: STICK-GU2, DPAD 128
  - STICK2+: STICK-GA2, DPAD 512
  - STICK1B: STICK-KE1
  - STICK3A: STICK-DE3, DASLIGHT DPAD GOLD
  - STICK4: STICK-CU4
- **NICOLAUDIE SUSHI range (Sunlite Universal Smart Handy Interface)**
  - SUSHI1A: SUSHI-DE, SUSHI-RB, SUSHI-RJ
- **POWER range (power adapters)**
  - GEO061DA-0706: POWER4M 7V
  - MTP051DA-0965: POWER4M 9V


Pully, 10/08/2018

Bruno Nicolaudie

*Daslight, Sunlite, Light Rider and Lumidesk are registered brands of the Nicolaudie Group*